
          

 

Conference on the EU-China Digital Connectivity 

Brussels, October 2019 

Call for papers 

The Baillet Latour Chair of EU-China Relations and the EU-China Research Centre, 

College of Europe, are calling for paper submissions for an international conference 

on the EU-China Digital Connectivity, to be held in Brussels in early October 2019 (date 

and venue TBD).  

In both Europe and China, businesses and governments are determined to invest 

heavily in advanced technologies such as high-performance computing (HPC or 

“supercomputers”), fifth generation telecommunications (5G), Artificial Intelligence 

and robotics and to unlock their potential for economic and social benefits. The ICT 

sector and the broader digital economy are strategic priorities for both the EU and 

China and play an expanding role in their bilateral relations.  

Digital connectivity, the digital economy and cybersecurity have all been recent and 

growing policy issues between the European Union and China. Starting from the 

establishment of an annual dialogue on Information Technology, 

Telecommunications and Informatisation in 2009 and from the commitment to closer 

coordination in the 2013 “EU-China 2020 Strategic Agenda for Cooperation”, the initial 

focus on the Internet and the information society has progressively expanded in both 

scope and specialisation. At the same time, the digital economy impacts many key 

policy areas including trade, investment and security. 

In 2015, a Joint Declaration on strategic cooperation on 5G mobile networks was 

signed, and common projects have been developed on research, innovation and 

standardisation of digital technologies, including in areas such as the Internet of 

Things, Smart Cities and Internet governance. More importantly, there has been 

rapidly expanding and closer cooperation between business communities, as 

Chinese and European ICT companies are now part of the same value chain. 

While China strongly reaffirmed its commitment to developing digital connectivity 

with the EU in its 2018 Policy Paper, the EU’s engagement in this sector took shape in 

the 2017 Connectivity Strategy, where it is stated that “the EU should promote a 

peaceful, secure and open ICT environment, while addressing cybersecurity threats 

and protecting human rights and freedoms online, including personal data protection 

[through] a coherent regulatory approach.” In the specific case of bilateral 



          

 

cooperation with China, the EU’s approach would thus be to reinforce cooperation 

by promoting “principles of market access and a level playing field, as well as […] 

international standards within initiatives on connectivity”. 

Although these principles were at the core of the Joint statement of the 2019 EU-China 

Summit, the EU’s approach has seemingly become more assertive over time, 

especially with the publication of the European Commission’s Communication of 19th 

March 2019, where China is designated as “an economic competitor in the pursuit of 

technological leadership”. Most of the 10 Actions proposed by the Commission are 

indeed linked to digital connectivity, and suggest measures aimed at protecting the 

“EU industrial competitiveness and strategic autonomy”. 

Overall, digital connectivity arguably is an area of both cooperation and competition 

in relations between the European Union and China. Beijing and Brussels are 

increasingly relying on each other to make their digital economies grow, and joint 

development strategies can give them an edge in exploiting the full potential of 

advanced digital technologies. On the other hand, a number of economic, political 

and even ethical issues do not merely hinder further cooperation, but threaten to 

make “systemic rivalry” expand to the digital sector. 

In this context, this international conference aims at gathering a wide range of top-

level international academics, practitioners and policymakers, to discuss and 

understand how to promote the establishment of digital connectivity between the 

European Union and China against this mixed background of opportunities and 

hurdles.  

Focusing on the core overarching topics of cybersecurity, digital economy, and 

digital society, the three envisaged panels will seek to explore where EU and Chinese 

strategic priorities stand in this sector and to propose a development path for a digital 

connectivity that advances mutual interests. Given the innovation-oriented nature of 

this subject, papers are expected to focus on these three topics by integrating 

forward-looking elements with the necessary analysis of the status quo.  

Proposals of max. 300 words, along with a short bio and contact details, are to be 

submitted to Dr Duncan Freeman (duncan.freeman@coleurope.eu) by August 18, 

2019. Authors of accepted papers will be contacted shortly after. Travel and 

accommodation expenses will be covered by the organisers.  

 

For questions and further information, please contact: 

 eu-china-conferences@coleurope.eu  
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